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“Awaken people’s curiosity. It is enough to open minds. Do not 
overload them. Put there just a spark.”

 - French Nobel laureate in literature Anatole France whose 
168th birth anniversary falls on 16th April, 2012.

Hope this anniversary issue of Samundra Spirit will create just that spark in the young 
minds and the curious readers of the maritime world.

With this issue, we have successfully arrived at the threshold of the fifth year of exist-
ence of the Samundra Spirit. Yes, it is the fourth anniversary issue of the Samundra 
Spirit and we are putting up a range of colours, ideas and thoughts filling the pages 
which will hopefully once again keep you happily absorbed in the world of seafarers 
and seafaring. It is our strong belief that the hard work and dogged perseverance of 
the editorial team who moonlights away from their daily rigours of a faculty or a man-
agement team role have resulted in something which will add value to the readers 
understanding the shipping industry.

Our in-house veteran technical experts continue to provide us with interesting tech-
nical and R&D articles, which are appreciated even by non-technical readers. We 
emphasise on the lucid language and simple explanations to bring the topics down to 
easy understanding for all. The articles on “Ship building practices” and the” Opera-
tions of Exhaust gas boilers” are such examples. “ Disaster and death in a dry dock” 
and  “Sight Seeing in foreign ports” are personal accounts and sharing life’s lessons 
from two veterans from ESM and SIMS. The article on Bitumen carrier is part of regu-
lar series on Know your ship which, again is another invaluable source of knowledge 
for many who are not familiar with this specialized type of vessel. 

As a special anniversary highlight we have included a review of the recently published 
novel from our Engineering Faculty Mr. Jims Andrews  “The Patriot – Terror on the 
High Seas”. Although completely a book of fiction, it will provide a different insight to 
the sailing life apart from underlining the versatility of a SIMS faculty member!

The story of the ClassNK declaring collaboration with SIMS is indeed a proud chapter 
we are happy to add. Similarly, the story of the two batches of the cadets from the 
Nautical and  the Graduate Engineering courses during the last quarter is nothing 
but regular due to the participation of the industry leaders like the vice-chancellor of 
Indian Maritime University whose presence added encouragement to the cadets in 
joining their new life.

SIMS has once again taken the lead in developing and launching new training courses 
keeping with the industry requirements. The article on New ECDIS course already 
endorsed by the DNV, Norway  is a good account of what’s in it. 

Finally, we are happy to put together once again a bouquet of big and small ideas, 
experiences, achievements and activities that took place during the first  quarter of the 
year 2012. As long as they could reach out and connect with the readers, the efforts 
taken will be worthwhile.

We do look forward to your views, comments and suggestions 
any time.

Till then, be happy and be safe…

15th April, 2012.
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Message from Ms. Lakshmi Venkatachalam

Dear Friends:

Warm greetings to you from the Philippines, a country that is as rich in its maritime tradition, 

and as proud of its contribution to the global maritime industry as our country is!! 

As I sit down to write this message for you, coincidentally on the 100th anniversary of the de-

parture of the Titanic on its first and fateful voyage from Southampton, England, on April 10, 

1912, I cannot but be reminded of the nobility of the profession and career you have chosen for 

yourselves. This is best exemplified by Captain Edward Smith; the captain of the Titanic, whose 

heroism and ultimate self sacrifice has assumed a legendary proportion. I thus commend you for 

making your career choice. There exists, I am sure, a similar character of strength and integrity 

in each and every one of you. 

You are indeed fortunate to be a part of this institution – the Samundra Institute of Maritime 

Studies - undoubtedly among the top such facilities in the region. I have, in my earlier position 

as the Director General of Shipping, India had the opportunity to visit your campus and inter-

act extensively with many of your faculty and administrators. You are receiving the very best 

training that you need to become competent seafarers, in a campus setting that is truly state-

of-the-art in its facilities, environmentally rich and most importantly, imbued with the sincere 

dedication of your faculty and seniors. 

Do take full advantage of all the learning opportunities being provided to you - imbibe as much 

of the knowledge that is pervading through the institute and above all, use such knowledge not 

only in your profession, but in life as well. 

The sea will doubtlessly form an inseparable part of your lives once you leave the institute. So 

embrace the sea in the right spirit and success will be automatic. I am reminded, in closing, of 

Sarojini Naidu’s poem, the “Coromandel Fishers”, a few lines of which I quote below: 

“No longer delay, let us hasten away in the track of the sea gull’s call, 

The Sea is our mother, the cloud is our brother, the waves are our comrades all. 

What though we toss at the fall of the sun where the hand of the sea-god drives? 

He who holds the storm by the hair, will hide in his breast our lives. 

But sweeter, O brothers, the kiss of the spray and the dance of the wild foam’s glee; 

Row, brothers, row to the edge of the verge, where the low sky mates with the sea.” 

How relevant these few lines will be to your lives going forward!! 

I wish you the very best in your endeavours.   

Lakshmi Venkatachalam
Vice President, Asian Development Bank, Manila 

Former DG, Shipping - Government of India
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Disaster and Death in a Dry Dock

It’s a decade old story, occurring on 
March 27, 2002. The season of early 
spring, brings a perfect day of sun-
shine, clear blue sky with the calm 
sea surrounding Dubai - Jewel City 
of the Middle East. The Dubai Dry 
dock - one of the world’s topmost 
dry docks located at the United Arab 
Emirate (UAE), western coast of the 
Persian Gulf, had already woken up 
and was humming with activity as 
workers and supervisors were at-
tending to the various ships for re-
pairs and dry docks. It was business 
as usual with five ships in the dock 
from various parts of the world un-
dergoing repairs and maintenance 
work conducted by efficient and 
professional hands of the yard. 

Suddenly, in a snap of a moment, every-
thing changed. The transition was from life to 
death, as the calm, quiet beauty of the blue 
ocean turned into a fury of the nature as if all 
hell broke loose. The bizarre sight of calamity 
had the onlookers rooted to the ground shell 
shocked, while those who were inside the dry 
dock had unfortunately no chance. All watched 
in horror when the sea furiously smashed 
through the lock gates into the No. 2 dockyard 
– one of the largest dockyards in the world at 
that time, like a cascading massive water wall, 
filling in the dry dock space like a hungry ser-
pent mercilessly gobbling its helpless prey. 

No record or reports can explain and describe 
the mayhem and calamity that destroyed the 
property and the lives and injured hundreds 
of those in the yard - mostly foreign workers 
from the third world countries like India and 
Philippines. By the time the sound of fury of 
the sea had quietened down, the dock had lev-
elled with the outside sea within minutes. The 
ships had floated and collided against each 
other, masses of debris mangled massive re-

pair equipments including the gigantic cranes 
and the barges spewed around. Many lives 
were extinguished from the places which - just 
moments back-were alive with activities that 
sustained their lives and that of their families 
back home. Indeed, uncanny but a moment of 
truth for all those who witnessed the horror of 
a lifetime!

Mr. Syed Mohamadullah, our Technical Sup-
port Manager attending to a dry dock of a 
ship belonging to a management company he 
worked for during that time, writes about one of 
his most traumatic experiences of life. The sto-
ry once again brings out sadly but eloquently 
the importance of the safety culture and meas-
ures in an industry like shipping and the dire 
consequences due to lack of it.

Disaster in Dubai Dry dock with loss of life
I was attending to the Dry-docking and repairs 
connected with the 3rd Special Survey Hull 
and Condition Assessment Programme of an 
Ultra Large Crude Carrier (ULCC) in Dubai Dry 
docks in the first half of 2002. Owners of the 
vessel wanted to ensure that vessel got a CAP 
2 rating. This, therefore entailed an extensive 
amount of steel renewals as well as modifi-
cations with costs and time escalating in the 
bargain.

The vessel was dry docked in the No. 2 Dry 
Dock. The jobs in the No. 2 Dry dock were 
completed more or less on schedule as there 
were no surprises. The vessel on completion of 
Dry dock was shifted to a repair berth, where 
the remaining jobs were to be completed.    
 
On 27 March, 2002, at around 0930 hours lo-
cal time I was expecting the Yard team to show 
up for the daily routine production and safety 
meeting on board our vessel. The yard per-
sonnel were generally punctual, so I had just 
stepped out of the accommodation block to 
check, when I became aware that something 

bizarre was taking place in Dry dock No. 2. At 
that time, the dry dock No. 2 had five vessels 
(from forward to the gates).

What came to view was a wall of water cas-
cading ferociously into the Dry dock. My heart 
missed a few beats and for a while; I was trans-
fixed to the ground and lost my ability to think 
further. Eventually once I did get over the initial 
shock with a dizzy head; involuntarily I found 
myself rushing towards the railings of our ship 
in the adjacent repair berth to get a better 
overview of the calamity unfolding. There were 
many other helpless onlookers like me. What 
could we do? We offered to help whichever 
and whatever way we could. I saw the Chief 
Executive of the Dry Dock who told us that lo-
cal Police and the Navy officials have taken 
over the rescue effort and that their Diving 
teams were mobilized and at present no im-
mediate need was foreseen. He thanked us for 
our offer and did assure us that all necessary 
action will be taken to study what went wrong 
and what actions were needed to be taken to 
prevent a recurrence.     
  
In front of us was the site of destruction and 
death. The waves of water pushed the vessels 
and rig to float off the dock. We saw the loose 
vessels colliding with the dock walls and with 
one another. The massive cranes on the crane 
barge were collapsing like nine pins causing 
huge currents and surge that pushed the res-
cue efforts of the divers to dangerous peril.  

It is beyond words to describe how frightening 
it was to see the 5,000DWT Accommodation 
barge SEP-350 pushed around towards the 
gate, taking on a list & grounded. 7,000 dwt 
cargo vessel Indira-1 came off its blocks and 
jammed sideways, while jack up rig Key Ber-
muda (forward) was able to float on its hull 
section. 57,000 DWT MT Princess rising off 
her blocks, turning side on to the dock while 
4000 DWT Cargo Barge CB-1 rolling and sink-
ing within minutes. 

Officially only 21 people had drowned; how-
ever unofficial estimates had been significantly 
higher as during a normal day like this, a mini-
mum of 230 to about 500 persons would have 
been working in the same dock. It was all the 
more heartbreaking that all the casualties were 
foreign workers from India and Philippines who 

Continued on page 8

Syed Mohamadullah
Technical Support Manager
ESM, Singapore

Accommodation barge “SEP 350” sinking Source: www.dieselduck.ca
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remain at the ready with professional zeal.

While the specialist weather dependent 
work may be quite interesting, the everyday 
mariner, navigating the average merchant 
ship around the world, is more dependent 
on local and regional effects together with 
years of learning and experience.  This is a 
remarkable human skill that used to be the 
only factor in years gone by.

However, the aeronautical industry has an-
other trick up its sleeve in the form of high 
altitude wind speeds and directions that we 
are all nowadays well used to when travel-
ling in long haul flights at 10,000 metres.  
This trick is of course strongly associated 
with the three kilometre wide high speed Jet 
Streams that travel at 150 to 400 Km per 
hour!  These northern and southern hemi-
sphere ‘tubes’ of high speed air have a me-
andering path that move above the earth, 
generally from west to east, following the 
Coriolis effect of the planet’s rotation.  

Fly with them and enjoy the acceleration; fly 
against them and arrive late and low in fuel!

Centuries of weather observa-
tions, coupled with long experi-
ence in passage planning, have 
always assisted the nautical navi-
gators of the world in their un-
derstanding of local, regional and 
even oceanic expectations of the 
forces to be expected.

Much of that meteorological encyclopaedia 
is well known and used everyday. Yet some 
trade routes, usually driven by liner terms 
and calendar dated container shipping, have 
for many years resorted to weather routing 
advice from sources outside the ship, rather 
than within the experience and choice of the 
navigators of the ship themselves.

It is also the case that project managers of 
heavy or ‘out of size’ transport will contract a 
weather routing company for advice before 
choosing the date or dates and specifics of 
commissioning such a voyage.

A similar background exists in the offshore 
oil and gas business where exceedingly 
cost demanding work becomes crucially 
weather dependent and requires a moun-
tain of meteorological ‘stop / go’ advice be-
fore passing the point of no return.

Even with satellite and computer generated 
forecasting in such high profile marine ven-
tures, the final ‘Go’ button is usually brought 
back to the executive decision of a cost and 
engineering responsible person, while all 
expensive stand - by ships and  service craft 

Talk of the Jet Streams rarely, if ever, came 
into nautical education or practice in years 
of the past, but increasing interest in them 
in surface navigation, rather than ten kilo-
metres up in the sky, is now sensible.  

A clear correlation with surface wind and 
high altitude wind is of interest and will 
probably become more so if and when wind 
power propulsion develops against fuel 
cost.

Simple research regarding the Jet Streams 
shows the result of varying pressures in the 
surface atmosphere known as the tropo-
sphere. Much of these pressure variations 
have been exerted by sun heat or the cold 
effect by lack of sun on the surface. Much 
of this is similar to the North Atlantic winter 
battle field between the hot Azores high and 
the cold Arctic low.

Perhaps a good example has been the 
past 2011/12 British winter when compared 
with the 2010/11 winter.  In 2010/11 there 
was an extremely long period of sub - zero 
temperatures with a blocked atmosphere of 
almost no wind caused by high over bear-
ing atmospheric pressure, nothing going 
anywhere, very cold and no gales.   

This last winter, in the same 50 to 60 deg 
N latitude, the eastern Atlantic has seen 
gigantic, sometimes hurricane force winds 
with tonnes of rainfall on the coast and 
many sea related incidents.  It has even 
shown results in drought in the continental 
facing east side of England against floods 
of rain in the ocean facing west of Scotland, 
with only a matter of a few hundred miles 
separation between the two.

The northern jet stream over that 2011/12 
period has generally meandered further 
south than normal and thereby dodged 
a massive high pressure northern Asiatic 
zone.

So, to the weather vulnerable merchant 
ship passage planner; is there a message 
for the future, to follow the long haul aircraft 
and seek a benign and cost effective voy-
age?                                     

Perhaps one day.

Capt. Olaf Olsen
Advisory Consultant

SIMS, Lonavala

Sea Weather forecasting and Jet Streams

The Typical Northern latitude frontal depression

The public domain image above is with 
acknowledgement to Wikipedia.
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The main engine is the heart of a 
ship and it’s very crucial to moni-
tor its performance parameters. 
Monitoring this involves a lot of 
input data has to be measured on-
board, collected and subsequently 
be compared with the standard 
data defined by the engine manu-
facturers.

The input data comprises a lot on engine 
parameters such as maximum pressure, 
mean indicated pressure, compression 
pressure in each cylinder of engine, exhaust 
temperature at the exhaust valve of each 
cylinder, scavenge air pressure, and some 
parameters of turbo chargers, water cooler 
and air cooler. 

If these measured parameters are within the 
allowable range of corresponding standard 
database, it gives the indication of satisfac-
tory performance of engine components 
and auxiliaries. However, if the measured 
parameters are out of the allowable range, a 
corrective action has to be taken as per the 
instructions provided by the engine manu-
facturer.

Evaluating the measured parameters with 
the expected standard database provided 
by engine manufacturer can be very time 
consuming and exhaustive activity.

SIMS, Lonavala R&D team has been at 
work to develop a software to monitor the 
performance of the engine and its auxilia-
ries; and its capabilities are as follows:-

• The Software is capable of evaluating 
the performance of main engine in op-
eration in terms of specific fuel oil con-
sumption, turbocharger efficiency, com-
pressor efficiency etc. 

• It is competent to formulate graphs of the 
trend history of each parameter such as 
deviation charts of maximum pressure, 
mean effective pressure, scavenge air 
pressure, exhaust temperature, etc. This 
feature will help in monitoring the engine 
performance over a period of time. 

• The Software will assist on-board engi-
neers to predict the performance of the 
engine component and take preventive 
action to minimize the plausible failure of 

main engine components if any. 
• This computational tool will provide the 

cylinder-wise comparison of parameters 
in graphical format to monitor the condi-
tion of individual cylinder and its compo-
nents. 

• The Software offers the recommenda-

tions to the onboard engineers to improve 
the performance of the main engine. 

• In fact, the Software will intangibly fa-
cilitate in reducing the green house gas 
emissions by improving the performance 
of the main engine. 

Abhijit Nalwade
Research Associate
&
Ashwin Wankhede 
Computer Lecturer
SIMS, Lonavala

Main Engine Performance Analyzer
Software under development by SIMS

Snapshot 2 showing sample report of engine performance.  
The report shows the actual value of each parameter against its standard value. The status 
gives whether the parameter is within the acceptable range or not. 

Snapshot 1 showing the input window of main engine performance analyzer (MEPA) software
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Abhijit Nalwade
Research Associate
&
Ashwin Wankhede 
Computer Lecturer
SIMS, Lonavala

Disaster and Death in a Dry Dock
continued from page 6

Snapshot 3 showing sample report of trend line of Exhaust temperature.  From the graph the 
technician can predict the performance of parameter well in advance and can take subsequent 
preventive action

Snapshot 4 showing sample report of cylinder wise exhaust temperature variation.
This computational tool will save the maintenance cost and operational cost of the main engine 
by keeping the main engine in good condition along with the benefit of data storage and easy 
retrieval. 

SIMS, Mumbai retains Grade 1 rating from ICRA

had come to earn a living for the betterment of 
their families back home.

In my full senses, I had realized the miraculous 
escape that I had from becoming one of those 
who perished right in front of us; had I continued 
my earlier routine of the last few days before my 
ship was shifted from this dock to the present re-
pair dock nearby! I would also have been at the 
very dry dock floor checking my vessel’s repair 
progress, talking and interacting with the super-
visors for the day’s work oblivious of the tragedy 
which was to have occurred. I felt immensely 
grateful to the Almighty and prayed for the peo-
ple who never had the chance of life like me. 

Writing this report a decade later, I still continue 
my prayer and my heart goes to Philip George, 
Alex Samuel, Sunil Kumar and many others from 
India and Philippines whose name were men-
tioned in the list of officially declared dead, who I 
could have met and interacted while working on 
my ship but do not recollect their faces. I wish 
and wonder what could have been done to avert 
this tragedy and irreparable loss.

Cause of the flooding
As per the report of the tragedy by the dockyard 
later on, the cause of the flooding was due to 
the failure of the two panels of the dock flood 
gate holding the sea behind. The two failed pan-
els were reportedly damaged having struck by a 
docking ship a few days earlier. The repair work 
was reportedly going on since Monday while the 
accident took place on Wednesday.

The questions on safety
Maritime world has always learnt from the dis-
asters; whether from The Titanic to Exxon Val-
dez. In fact, every single new major IMO regula-
tion has been brought from lessons learnt from 
them. I am sure, there are some we can pick 
from the Dubai 27 March, 2002 accident.

Very often, accidents are caused not just by in-
dividuals but due to misjudgments and errors by 
management, more so if the culture of safety has 
not been inculcated within an organization. It is 
the most sacred role of the senior management 
that they must therefore create awareness and 
promote safety culture which includes a strong 
response capability through regular exchange 
of pertinent information. Safety is indeed para-
mount if we want to prevent such disaster from 
our work life and ensure we all go home safety 
to the family and our loved ones. I cannot but re-
peat this while recalling the tragic consequences 
of this incident.

It is our pleasure to announce that 
SIMS, Mumbai, had the privilege 
of retaining the Grade 1 (Grade 
one) recognition from the invest-
ment information and credit rating 
services (ICRA) after the surveil-
lance audit conducted in January 
2012. The Grade 1, which is also 
labelled as “Outstanding”, is the 
highest grade awarded by the or-
ganization to indicate the level of 
quality in education imparted by 
the institute. The rating was given 

to thirteen of our courses.

This recognition pin-points that our campus 
continues to maintain one of the highest 
standardization of infrastructures, resourc-
es and processes consistent with those 
required for delivering the utmost quality 
of maritime education and training to pre-
pare the cadets for their future endeavours 
ahead. Congratulations to Faculty, Staffs 
and Cadets at SIMS Mumbai for achieving 
this great success, once again.

CAMPUS NEWS
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Know your Ship
Bitumen/ Asphalt Carriers

Structure and Facility
Bitumen is a mixture of organic liq-
uids that are highly viscous, black, 
sticky, entirely soluble in carbon di-
sulphide, and composed primarily of 
highly condensed polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons. Bitumen is the resid-
ual (bottom) fraction obtained by 
fractional distillation of crude oil and 
also known as Tar in some countries. 
It is mainly used for paving roads 
and for general waterproofing prod-
ucts, including the use of bitumen in 
the production of roofing felt and for 
sealing flat roofs. It is transported in 
bulk by sea on specialized “Bitumen 
or Asphalt Carriers”, and on land by 
special rail cars which are equipped 
to handle it, but in some cases it is 
blocked and shipped as solid. 

Construction
In view of its nature, loading temperature for Bi-
tumen is normally about 140°C, carriage about 
150°C and discharge temperature 150-160°C. 
These high temperatures are necessary for the 
cargo to flow. 

Bitumen ships are specially built to handle this 
product at high temperatures.  Not only are the 
ships equipped with double bottoms, the tanks 
are designed and insulated on all sides to re-
tain the high temperatures to prevent thermal 
loss. The heating coils are rather more elabo-
rate than those in the normal ship. In addition 
to the coils covering the bottom of the tanks, 
additional layers of coils are provided at differ-
ent levels in the tanks. Piping and pumps in the 
pump-room as well as deck are provided with 
lagging, and the deck lines are often provided 
with a stream trace in addition to this. Most 
grades of bitumen are handled at temperatures 
that exceed 120°C and below this temperature 
they become hard to handle.

Cargo Tank’s Design
Essentially, the vessel has a construction like 
that of a bulk carrier. The hold spaces are ar-
ranged segregated from the side shell by bal-
last tanks. An independent steel asphalt tank 
is mounted on the tank supports (hard blocks) 
fixed on the tank top of double bottom in the 
hold. Tank Supports are provided at the front, 
rear, both side, and top, in addition to the bot-
tom. The tank support on the top has sufficient 
clearance from the hull and sufficient strength 
and structure to respond to thermal expansion 
and to shifting when the ship rolls and pitches.

The tank is covered on the outside with rock 
wool (thickness: 200 mm) as insulation and 
this rock wool is in turn covered with a thin 
stainless steel plate. Both suction and delivery 
piping pass through the tank.  This is because 
preheating the piping before loading the cargo 
is convenient, and during loaded passage, the 
delivery pipe is heated to the same tempera-
ture as the cargo.

The pipes for pump suction and delivery pass 
through the rear wall of the asphalt tank, so 
stainless steel thermal expansion joints are in-
stalled on the outside of the through part.  As 
for the loading pipe, air vent pipe, etc., which 
are mounted on the top of the tank, the trunk 
deck through part is a loose hole and expan-
sion joint are fitted to the pipe ends so that no 
stress will be applied directly to the tank during 
its expansion, contraction or swinging in rough 
weather conditions.

Cargo Pumps 
Just like in an ordinary oil tanker, Asphalt carrier 
has a pump room wherein it houses the cargo 
pumps. In view of the thick viscous nature of 
cargo the pump is of gear type and is con-
structed of one set of gears, a shaft supported 
by the bearings, casing, side covers, etc. This 
gear pump is of the positive displacement type. 

It picks up oil between each of the gear 
teeth on the suction side and by the action 
of the gears turning, continuously carries the 
oil along inside of the casing around to the  
discharge side.  Bearings are inside of the 
packing and are lubricated by the oil handled.  
After lubricating the bearings, lubricating oil  
returns to the suction side through the oil way 
provided in side cover. It is driven by diesel  
engine located at the engine room equipped with 
an enclosed reduction gear box of helical gears 
type. The output shaft is connected through the 
cargo pump via engine room and pump room 
bulkhead by a stuffing box. It is equipped with 
an engaged/ disengaged coupling, which is 
made of specially vulcanized shock-absorbing 
rubber between the inner and the outer wheels 
together with a pneumatic-clutch. Because of 
the coupling’s flexibility, it absorbs torsional  
vibrations from the driver to prevent these from 
being transmitted to the driven unit, which is 
the cargo pump.  

A typical sized bitumen carrier has two pumps 
provided of individual capacity of 400 cubic 
meters/ hour.

Venkateswara Rao Katta (left)
Fleet Manager
ESM, Singapore

with inputs from
Capt. Paterno B. Olasiman (right)
Master, M.T New Glory

Heating coil with bell mouth, Note the grey 
asphaltene material, which prevents heat 
transfer

The midship cross-section of the vessel across a web space and common tank space.
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Thermal Oil Boiler
Due to the high temperatures involved in as-
phalt tankers, steam is not suitable as a heat-
ing media. To maintain the high temperature 
range, the tanks have hot oil (thermal) heating 
coils. 

Heating medium is thermal oil. The main dif-
ference between thermal oil boiler and steam 
boiler is that thermal oil boiler is mainly moni-
tored on the temperature of the thermal oil and 
secondly the pressure, whereas the steam 
boiler is mainly on pressure and secondly of 
the temperature of the steam generated.

Typically the thermal oil boiler is designed to 
have a heat output of 990,000 kcal/h. The sev-
eral cylindrical tubes are arranged with suitable 
overlaps with both ends of these tubes (inlet 
and outlet) welded with headers. The burner is 
placed at top side of the boiler body. Fuel oil 
will be burnt by burner at combustion cham-
ber.  Exhaust gas will be discharged from boiler 
funnel after passing through the heating tubes. 
Thermal oil will be circulated by Boiler Side Cir-
culating Pump. 

Key Issues in carriage of bitumen 
There are a number of key aspects in storing 
and handling bitumen as given below: 
1. Condensation in empty tanks is extremely 

dangerous. Dangerous amount of steam 
can be created when hot liquid Asphalt is 
introduced into a tank that has been empty 
for a while and accumulated moisture from 

condensation. To circumvent this, cargo 
tanks are pre-heated prior to arrival at load 
port .

2. Extreme caution should be exercised when 
loading, unloading and sampling, due to 
the high temperatures involved. Failure 
of cargo tank insulation may create some 
hot spots on the vessel’s weather deck and 
direct contact of hot surfaces can cause 
severe burns e.g. handling manual tank 
valves etc. 

3. Protective equipment must be made avail-
able and used by all personnel involved in 
cargo operations. Suitable skin protection 
substances shall be readily available and 
personnel shall be instructed in its use. 

4. Use catwalks, screens, barrier guards and 
shields to protect from steam, hot asphalt 
or other hot surfaces. 

5. Bitumen being a high density cargo, due con-
sideration should be accorded to the above 
whilst planning for the cargo. The density of 
the grade being loaded must be compared 
with the permissible load density of the car-
go tanks and appropriate handling precau-
tions must be in place. The cargo should be 
loaded at a very slow rate initially to prevent 

high velocity impact of cargo flow on the 
tank structures, the operation of the valves 
and pumps must be gradual to avoid pres-
sure surges from being set up in the lines. 

During the loading of the high-temperature car-
go, the tank swells, giving a tight fit to the hard 
blocks between the hull and the tank; however, 
after discharging of cargo has been completed, 
as the tank starts to cool and shrink, some play 
may appear in the blocks. Care should be tak-
en to prevent the shifting of the tank. In rough 
weather, it is necessary to drive iron wedges in 
the gaps of the blocks at the front and back of 
the tank to minimize swinging.

After repeated loading and discharging, the 
hard blocks beneath the tank become com-
pressed, allowing the tank to subside, which 
subjects the cargo oil pipe, expansion joint at 
the through part, etc. to unreasonable force.  
The amount of deviation of the tank should be 
measure periodically. There are several other 
precautions to be taken while handling this 
cargo due to the high viscosity and high melt-
ing point thus the high handling temperature.

Thermal Boiler Top Portion



Modern Ship Building 
An Elementary Overview

Shipbuilding is an extremely com-
plex business, which has been trans-
formed over the centuries from an 
ancient craft. Today, the twenty-first 
century ship building is expeditious, 
where block constructions – (prefab-
rication) is done by sub-contracting 
the work. Ships are built at a spe-
cialized facility called a shipyard and 
involves shipwrights; specialists in 
building ships.

It also involves naval architects. The architect 
studies the hydrostatics, which is a ship’s abil-
ity to stay afloat while resting in the water. He 
also studies the hydrodynamics, which is the 
ship’s capacity to force itself in the water, the 
ship’s movements and maneuverability amidst 
the sea waves.

Before building a ship, a design and purpose 
is required. An owner approaches a shipyard 
with his purpose for a ship to be delivered. As 
per owner’s requirement basic design of ship 
is  made. The time between the placement of 
an order of a ship and its delivery is limited 
and hence several tasks are required to be 
performed simultaneously. Once the design is 
ready, model testing of ship is carried out to 
get the required result. Good tools and co-or-
dination to manage the complex processes are 
therefore important ingredients in a shipyard.  
The modern shipyard follows the practices of 
work distribution of the complete infrastructure. 
Design agents, steel manufacturing sub-con-
tractors and suppliers of parts, systems and 
equipments have to work cohesively.

To make the ship’s hull, decks, superstruc-
tures and cargo compartments; steel plates of 
various thicknesses and sizes are cut based 
on design. The fabrication of cut steel plates 
is done by welding them together. Heavy duty 
shipyard gantry cranes are used to suspend 
and hold the plates and then blocks in place 
as per design so that they can be welded to-
gether. 

Once the hull is secure and ready, it is launched 
into the water for outfitting work. To save cost 
and time, most of the major shipyards through-
out the globe have started outfitting jobs like 
piping, electrical cable routing, fitting of various 
equipments, navigational equipment, mooring 
equipments, ship’s engine installation and ac-
commodation simultaneously with the block 

fabrication. Once the ship is launched, ship-
yard does the commissioning and touching up 
works for the final delivery. However, shipyards 
like ABG, Bharati in India where small offshore 
vessels are being made major outfitting jobs 
are being done after launching.

The graphic below depicts the process flow-
chart of shipbuilding from conceptual design to 
delivery:-

In the detail design phase, production infor-
mation and documents are procured. Compo-
nents search has to be done for different sup-
pliers of equipments. There are new software 
applications with a wide range of tools in all 
disciplines to assist a modern shipyard to con-
tract design in a structured way that allows full 
details to be extracted for pricing and planning. 
This reduces the time in searching and waiting 
to develop contract design so as to select the 
best one. When an offer becomes an order, the 
design information is immediately used. Bet-
ter the design, the lesser the risk in the tender, 
which means better accuracy at best price and 
reduced risk.

Modern day shipyard practices have improved 
overall performance and delivery time of ships. 
Europe and Japan led the way in the mid six-
ties and early seventies by massive compu-
terization techniques in shipbuilding, however 
over the years South Korea and China have 
developed even better and in fact overtaken 
Japanese shipyards in the production of ships. 
Today, South Korea’s global shipbuilding  

market share is about 
53% of which there 
are orders for specialty 
ships, cruise liners, su-
per tankers, LNG and 
drill ships. It is reported 
that in the 3rd quarter of 
2011 alone, South Ko-
rea secured orders for 
18 LNG carriers, 3 out 
of 5 drill ships and 5 out 
of 7 large container ves-
sels. Hyundai Shipyard 
at Ulsan in Korea boasts 

of launching one ship in the water in 4 days 
of the year. China has also replaced Japan 
by grabbing the 2nd largest global market in 
shipbuilding by securing 30% orders in 2011, 
followed by Japan and European yards stand-
ing a distant third securing only 10% orders. In 
the rest of the world shipyards secured about 
5% of the orders. 

Modern ships have a lifespan of about 20 to 
30 years. Consistent maintenance procedures 
could prolong a ship’s life; however stringent 
regulations in force today may end the life of 
a ship even before that. Ship owners want 
lighter hulls and more cargo carrying capacity, 
which means ship builders have to use lighter 
steel with reduced thicknesses to shape and 
build the hulls of modern ships. Shipbuild-
ing in today’s times is a highly sophisticated 
and mechanized science; many different 
and varied processes go into delivering a 
fully constructed vessel ready for the owner 
to trade. With advancements in technology 
there are many new developments in design 
and construction aimed at increasing the ef-

ficiency of the vessel 
right from reduced 
fuel consumption 
to increased cargo 
carrying capacity. In 
the highly competi-
tive business of ship 
building the capacity 
to absorb the most 
modern techniques to 
construct the vessel 
in the least time pos-
sible can be a very 
significant advantage 
for any Shipyard.

Capt. V.R.Krishnan
Nautical faculty 
SIMS, Lonavala
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Exhaust Gas Boiler
Understanding how it works

Merchant ships are generally fit-
ted with an Exhaust Gas Boiler 
coupled to an auxiliary boiler to 
increase the overall efficiency 
of the power plant. The Exhaust 
Gas Boiler, as the name suggests, 
utilizes the heat available in the 
exhaust gases of main propul-
sion diesel engine. Obviously, the 
exhaust gas boiler or economizer 
is used to generate steam only 
at sea when the main propul-
sion diesel engine is in operation. 
There are various types of exhaust 
gas boilers manufactured and fit-
ted on board the merchant ships. 
This article is presented to bring 
to the notice of the operators for 
ensuring efficient operation and 
preventing corrosion of internals 
due to acidic nature of exhaust 
gases. 

Principle of operation
Exhaust gas boilers are mounted at the 
highest point in the exhaust gas flow 
stream, just before the silencer and funnel. 
The heat exchange takes place between 
the exhaust gases and the circulated feed 
water in the exhaust gas boiler through 
convection. The feed water is circulated 

by circulation pumps taking suction from 
auxiliary boiler and circulated through the 
coils of exhaust gas boiler and returns to 
the steam drum of the auxiliary boiler.

Thermodynamics
The generation of steam, as we all know, 
is dependent on the factors such as mass 
of water and gas available for heat trans-
fer and the inlet and outlet temperatures 
of both the mediums. As the evaporation 
temperature of water is dependent on the 
pressure in the coils (which in turn depends 
on the boiler drum), it is imperative for the 
operator to know the minimum exhaust 
temperature that is required to generate 
steam in exhaust boiler under varying pres-
sures. This point is known as ‘pinch point’ 
below which the water/ steam mixture will 
be at a higher temperature and thus heat 
the exhaust gases! But that is against the 
very basic idea of providing exhaust gas 
boiler and improving the overall efficiency.

Operation
The diagram above shows three different 
conditions under which exhaust gas boiler 
may operate. Black dotted and continuous 
lines show normal operation. Yellow line 
shows the state when Main Engine load is 
lower. Blue line shown represents auxiliary 
boiler is at a higher pressure.

As one follows the temperature gradient of 
exhaust gas from left to right (dotted black 
or yellow), it is seen dropping as it gives up 
its heat to the feed water. The feed water 

S.Viswanathan
Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

temperature gradient (black and blue) is 
opposite to exhaust gases, rising from right 
to left. What is important to note is the dif-
ference in temperatures of exhaust gas and 
feed water at any point. The water tem-
perature has to be lower than the exhaust 
gas always, as otherwise the heat will pass 
from feed water to exhaust gas which we 
do not want. The minimum temperature dif-
ference (known as pinch point) that the op-
erator should maintain is about 20°C, which 
translates to a minimum exhaust gas outlet 
temperature of 165 to 175°C, assuming a 
boiler pressure of 7 bar. This ensures that 
all the recoverable heat in exhaust gases 
are utilized in generation of steam improv-
ing the overall efficiency.

Conclusion
The above clearly demonstrates the need 
to operate the exhaust gas boiler only 
above the minimum temperature of the ex-
haust gases, which is usually above 70% 
Main Engine power. Added to the above 
advantage is the prevention of acidic va-
pours condensing on the gas side of the 
economiser. This is due to SOx gases 
present in the exhaust gases reaching the 
dew point at low loads of Main Engine. 



DNS-12 and GME-11 
Batch Graduate to the 
Sea Life

Two grand graduation ceremonies 
were held at the SIMS, Lonavala 
campus during the first quarter to 
celebrate the passing out of the Di-
ploma Nautical Science (DNS) and 
Post Graduate Diploma in Marine 
Engineering (GME) cadets. Eminent 
personalities from the marine indus-
try as well as the staff and the friends 
and relatives of the cadets joined in 
the celebrations held on 23rd January 
and 28th February respectively wish-
ing them the best in their first step 
towards joining the sea life.

Captain Mukesh Baveja, Vice Chancellor of Indi-
an Maritime University was accorded the guard 
of honour as the chief guest who assured the 
cadets in his valedictory address that they have 
indeed chosen the right and immensely satisfy-
ing career. He further extolled the virtue of con-
tinue to read and learn by “studying beyond the 
syllabus”.

Bringing into context of reading beyond, Capt. 
Baveja told the cadets that it was crucial for sea-
farers to be up to date. He pointed out that we’re 
living in a techno savvy world and that’s where 
it is utmost important of you to update yourself 
to accept this reality”. Capt. Baveja had further 
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Chief Guest, Capt. Mukesh Baveja (7th from left), 
with SIMS faculty members, staffs and graduating cadets

Capt. Baveja inspecting the parade

Touring the facility

Capt. Baveja (6th from left) with the prize winners from DNS-12

“No shortcuts to success 
and only hard work pays”

Passing Out of DNS-12 Batch



words of caution towards safety, which is para-
mount in a seafaring career; also reminded the 
would-be seafarers on the recent accidents 
involving  cargo and even passenger ships in 
various parts of the world causing huge losses 
in property and human lives. They are the live 
lessons on the importance of “safe navigation 
and other ship operations”, he further added. 
He insisted the importance of confidence 
gained through deeper knowledge and asked 
them to be more communicative in their work-
ing life. 

Final piece of advice from the veteran ex-sea 
farers is of course on putting hard work as 
there’s “no shortcuts to success and only hard 
work pays”.

Mr. S.M.Iyer, Resident Director, ESM, India, 
participated as the honored guest for the 
graduating ceremony of the GME-11th batch 
cadets. A seasoned marine engineer by train-
ing and in his early career, Mr. Iyer, succinctly 
described during his speech that they should 
take up this career with full gusto and the main 
motto should be focused on having a passion 
towards the profession instead of chasing 
“success” in their life and career. He empha-
sized that it is only the excellence in work that 
always leads to prosperity and success at all 
stages of an individual’s professional life. 

During the ceremonies on both days, the chief 
guests handed over the prizes to the top cadets 
of each batch acknowledging their outstanding 
performances. Indeed memorable days for all in 
the institute to celebrate the success of their ca-
dets and bidding farewell to their new life at ESM. 
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Chief Guest, Mr. S.M.Iyer (7th from left), with SIMS faculty 
members, staffs and graduating cadets

Mr. S.M.Iyer (7th from left) with SIMS faculty members and prize winners from GME-11

Mr. S.M.Iyer given a Guard of Honor

Chief Guest during his speech 
at the graduation ceremony

Passing Out of GME-11 Batch
Group photo of the GME-11 graduating cadets
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This incident took place when 
the author was sailing as Chief 
Engineer on a VLCC. The vessel 
was in un-loading port discharg-
ing crude ashore. Around 0200 
hrs, the accommodation cabins’ 
temperatures started rising. Upon 
examination, it was found that 
the recently overhauled seawater 
cooling pump was, not developing 
sufficient pressure to supply the 
Air Conditioner (A.C.) Condenser. 
Investigating further, the cause 
was found to be a misunderstand-
ing of the basic maintenance rou-
tines carried out by ship staff.

Events leading to the incident
The accommodation air conditioning com-
pressor plant was located in the upper deck 
of the engine room. During the vessel’s stay 
in the earlier load port, the electrical officer 
had carried out overhaul of the electric mo-
tor driving the seawater cooling pump for 
the A.C. condenser. For the time of the over-
haul, sea water service pump was used for 
the supply to A.C. condenser.

After the motor overhaul, it was fitted back 
and tried out satisfactorily. The system was 
put into operation by Electrical Officer and 
Second Engineer. The overhaul of the mo-
tor was completed during the loading of the 
vessel. After loading the vessel sailed out 
on ‘loaded voyage’ and arrived at the dis-
charge port three weeks later.

Midway during the cargo unloading opera-
tion, the pump failed to develop pressure to 
supply cooling sea water to the A.C. con-
denser. This caused the A.C. compressor 
to trip on high discharge pressure. When 
detailed investigation was conducted, the 
pump appeared to be in good working con-
dition. When the motor was found rotat-
ing opposite to the running direction, the 
electrical officer could not believe his eyes 
and was somewhat reluctant to change the 
phase sequence. He had doubt as to how 
the pump was functioning normally for three 
weeks in spite of operating at a reversed di-
rection of rotation.

Investigation
Though the direction of rotation was set right 
and the pump started delivering cooling sea 
water to the A.C. condenser, it was puzzling 
to engineers as how the pump was work-
ing normally for three weeks in reversed 
running. Then it dawned on the engineers 
that the combined effect of the location of 
the pump, A.C. condenser, Overboard dis-
charge and load/ ballast water line of the 

* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the 
causes and lessons learnt through this case study. Please 
send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.

Overhaul of an Electric Motor
S.Viswanathan, Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

CASE STUDY
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Based on the positive number of 
feedbacks and responses from 
our readers on the previous case 
study, here’s a compilation of the 
answers received.

Responses for Trouble Shooting of Alternator 
Speed Fluctuation: Issue 16 (Jan 2012)

1. How can the correct running direc-
tion of a centrifugal pump be ascer-
tained?

2. Where, if required, do you change 
the phase sequence of an induc-
tion motor?

From the details provided and 
your knowledge about the diesel 
engines, please provide answers 
to the following regarding this case 
study:

vessel (being a VLCC, there is rather a 
large difference in loaded/ ballast draughts) 
was the cause of the pump working almost 
normally even in the reversed direction.

Most centrifugal pumps will also give some 
flow in the reversed direction depending on 
the impeller design. When the back pres-
sure was less during the loaded draught 
condition the pump was able to deliver. 
But when the unloading had progressed  
towards completion, the pump could not 
overcome the total head required to cre-
ate flow. The accompanied diagram may 
explain the effort required by the pump to 
create flow in two different scenarios.

Extent of damage/ delay: 
Though there was no damage to the equip-
ment or time loss, it was clear that the elec-
trical officer had not noticed and marked the 
running direction of the motor before stop-
ping for overhaul. Usually, the direction is 
tagged by a metal plate with arrow on the 
motor body. But in this older ship, this tag 
may have fallen out. But then the ship staff 
could have easily painted an arrow mark on 
the lower body of the motor.   
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1. For paralleling of AC Generators the fol-
lowing conditions have to be met for running 
as well as incoming generator.
• Both have the same voltage. 
• Both have the same phase rotation. 
• Both have the same frequency. 
• Must have the same angular phase re-

lationship. 
• Must share the load with respect to their 

ratings.

An AC Generator is a constant speed de-
vice, and should not be operated at speeds 
above 4% of the rated speed, or more than 
1% below the rated speed.  

The requirement of speed for the AC Gen-
erator can be found by knowing
• The frequency (Hz) requirement of the load 
• The number of poles, (main rotor coils), in 

the generator  

Frequency = Speed(N)xPair of poles/60 sec
So when the speed fluctuates the frequency 
won’t be same for synchronization.

2.
a. When a motor runs with full load the 

unbalanced voltages at motor terminals 

cause unbalance in phase currents in 
the range of around 6 to 10 times the 
percent voltage unbalance. Thus, even 
1% voltage unbalance can lead to 6 to 
10% unbalance in phase current. The 
after effect is motor over current and 
hence, excessive heat that shortens mo-
tor life. Eventually, motor burn out will 
takes place.

b. Relatively higher locked rotor stator 
winding current (already will be unbal-
anced when there is an unbalance in 
voltage. As a result the speed corre-
spond to full load will reduce and hence 
the torque as well. This will hamper for 
attaining the motor rated speed.

c. As the phase current increases, the tem-
perature of the winding also increase. 
For every 10 degree rise in winding tem-
perature, the insulation life can be ap-
proximately halved, Winding failure can 
be the result.

d. Bearing damage for the motor.

3. The reasons for clogging of fuel filters in 
addition to the purification process are as 
follows:
a. Service tank may be dirty
b. Fuel oil pipe lines are dirty and rusty
c. Fuel filer cleaning interval is long 
d. Service tank draining is not proper and 

adequate
e. Service tank drains may be choked.
f. Water/ Foreign particles such as sand 

gets into service tank through vents.

CAMPUS NEWS
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the next two days. His concern was now how 
to coax the young engineer gently but make 
him see the serious issues on board. 

“I am sorry; it is not possible, as we have lots of 
jobs to be done. The main three jobs are; you 
got to overhaul three connecting rod bearings 
of the Main Engine, one bottom-end and two 
top-end bearings, and they are to be  surveyed 
in this port” he slowly pointed out to the junior. 

Obviously, that seemed the end of the sight 
seeing dream of the 3E. Dejected and disheart-
ened the 3E turned his back and cursed his 
luck. But he was completely taken back when 
he heard the CE suggesting matter of factly, 
“If you finish the above three survey jobs you 
can go with your “group” anywhere you want 
and may come back any time on Wednesday 
night”. 

Tough task indeed, knowing very well that it 
wouldn’t be easy to finish all those jobs in two 
days. However, with a spark in his face, the 
3E shot back, “Sure sir, I will finish those three 
survey jobs and then, and only then, we shall 
go to Nagasaki”. CE swallowed a hearty laugh 
as obviously he had killed two birds with one 
stone! He was almost certain that it was near 
impossible for the 3E and his “group” to be able 
to complete the entire tasks in the allotted time. 
Thereby he could successfully avoid any grum-
bling for not allowing shore visit if they did not 
complete the jobs. The 3E walked back with a 
grim face pondering what a foolish promise he 
made to fulfill the dream of visiting Nagasaki!  

The 3/E went for his dinner, but determined 
never to give up so easily and to get out to 
Nagasaki along with his troup. He did hit upon 
a novel idea. After his dinner, he called the 
‘group’ to his cabin and told them what had 
transpired between him and the “bada saab”. 
But, he did have a plan to overcome the obsta-
cles provided they give their full support. The 
plan was to complete the three surveys before 
1400 hrs and go out by 1430 hrs the very next 
day. All were ready to follow and listened to the 
3E.

They sat down with the Sulzer RND M/E in-
struction manual section 330-3 and its two 
drawings, 330-23, fig.a and fig.b. For each of 
the three survey jobs there were only eight 
steps to be followed, which could be complet-

Long before the shoreline becomes 
visible at the horizon, long before 
the shore ropes get moored to the 
berth, the palpable excitement and 
anticipation of good time that grip 
a merchant navy ship prior reach-
ing a port could be imagined by only 
those who have ever sailed onboard 
such a ship. The feelings would al-
beit be directly proportionate to the 
length of the voyage just concluded!

The word “kinara” (shore) - commonly used 
and understood by all Indian seafarers across 
the country would obviously conjure up images 
– some could be shared merrily with a chuckle 
anywhere, anything, some for special occa-
sions with special people and/or some to be 
shelved only in the memory file for safe keep-
ing for only one’s future reminisce!

We are pleased to bring in here one such an-
ecdotal story of over 30 year from an old sea 
dog presently part of the Engineering faculty 
of SIMS, Mumbai Mr. B.Omanakuttan. Here’s 
his story…

It was a Monday evening after a hectic day 
onboard, the vessel was safely and comfort-
ably berthed in the port of Kure, a commer-
cial and military port south west of Hiroshima 
prefecture in Japan. The repairs on board this 
30,000dwt OBO vessel had started as planned 
in the shipyard called ‘Ishikawajima Harima 
Heavy Industries’ at the port of Kure.

The third engineer (3E), confirmed mischief 
maker but known to be a resourceful young 
man walked in to the Chief Engineer’s (CE) 
cabin after his day’s work. After usual pleas-
antries, he slowly put in his plea to the “bada 
saab” (term used endearingly for Chief Engi-
neer) for granting him shore leave. His inten-
tion was to visit Nagasaki – almost 300 nm 
away- in the south western Japan in Kyushu 
island- which is the site of the World War II de-
struction by the American atomic bomb on 09th 
August 1945. The problem was not only the 3E 
himself, but he was also pleading on behalf of 
three others i.e. his junior 5E, Electrical officer 
and the Fitter. 

CE was hesitant. His main concern till then 
was the loads of pending Planned Mainte-
nance System jobs including some surveys, 
which were planned to be completed during 

Bhaskaran Omanakuttan
Sr. Engineering Faculty

SIMS, Mumbai

ed, by this group of four persons in less than 
two hours. If each person knew his role in ad-
vance and synchronized his job in the right se-
quence in relation to the others and if the right 
tool of the right size was used without wasting 
time to fetch the tools and other equipments 
once the job started, they would indeed be the 
winners. 

The eight different steps and the associated 
preparations that had to be carried out were 
discussed in detail and were distributed among 
the four members. They were made to copy all 
the steps in their pocket diary and note sepa-
rately their own items. Then, all were asked to 
keep ready near the M/E crank case door all 
the equipments and tools each of them may 
require, which was done before 2200 hrs. Eve-
rybody was advised about the weights of each 
component of the M/E and the individual equip-
ments they had to deal with during the course 
of the particular job. They were also asked to 
discuss the risks or various possible accidents 
that were likely to happen and the remedies 
and precautions to be taken by each.

Next morning by 0700 hrs sharp the work had 
started. After carrying out each step one by 
one, as planned, crankshaft was turned to 105 
degrees after TDC (Top Dead Centre) as sug-
gested in the manual; the bottom end bearing 
was inspected and offered for survey by 0800 
hrs. After satisfactory survey, the bearing was 
then boxed up, which was inspected by 2/E 
and CE to their satisfaction. The first bearing 
job was completed by 0900 hrs. Similarly, the 
other two bearings were also surveyed to the 
satisfaction of the CE and the surveyor. The 
time all the three job requirements of the CE 
were completed, it was 1400 hrs and by next 
half an hour  the 3E along with his gang was 
out of the vessel for Nagasaki; of course with 
due permission from the CE!

What they saw were the remains of the world 
trade centre building, maintained in the same 
condition as it was after the bomb attack, 
and the museum of depictions of humans 
in the condition they were after the bomb at-
tack. However, looking back at the horror and 
the pain of the people who had suffered then 
was a heart breaking yet memorable experi-
ence for all but what remained to be cherished 
more was the feat that was achieved onboard 
through the sheer team work and realization of 
the determination and die-hard attitude of win-
ners!    

The 3E is none other than yours truly and I am 
sure many young engineers will get to live simi-
lar experiences in their own life time some day. 
All the best!  

Sightseeing in Foreign Ports
A Lesson in Leadership



Photographer: 
CDT Shailesh Kiran

GME-12
SIMS, Lonavala
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An Ode to 
My Mother
When I was born 
you braved the pain, cared and feared
I grew in your lap looking up
You looked larger than sky
My first wobbly walk enthralled you
Love you mom, I miss you

Toddler grew into an adolescent
You were amused and fretted on my lies
With suspected twinkle in your eyes
I could not hide much from your piercing gaze
When I burnt midnight oil, you sat by, gave me courage
Love you mom, I miss you

I chose to be a seafarer
You sensed the separation
Tears rolled down your eyes
You still smiled and wished me happiness
to be a success sailor far , away from you
Love you mom, I miss you

Today I stand in the bridge 
Awe inspiring enormity of the sea
I am nostalgic of the calmness of mothers lap
Only the crèche and cradle has changed
Be calm on treacherous sea, taught to me by you
Love you mom, I miss you 

Don’t worry mom,
I feel your love and your presence
Among the thousand waves and  along the coast 
only the geographical miles and the nautical distance ...
But still I love you mom, I miss you …



Mr. Ajay Kumar, 
Principal Surveyor, 
ClassNK

Mr. B.S.Teeka, MD, ESM, 
Singapore narrating the 
remarkable journey of ESM 

Mr. Maneesh Jha, VP, SIMS 
Mumbai on the “Performance 
analysis and trouble shooting 
of Centrifugal pumps”

“Right Attitude and Commitment 
towards achieving Excellence”
SIMS, Lonavala hosts ESM Officers’ Seminar

A two days Officers’ Seminar hosted by SIMS, Lonavala 
brought together a number of subject experts from the 
shipping industry as invaluable knowledge and first-hand 
experiences were shared amongst technical superintend-
ents, senior management and senior sailing staffs from 
ESM. Themed “Right attitude and commitment towards 
achieving Excellence”, the two days seminar was held on 
the 1st Mach 2012.

Opening the Seminar, Managing Director, ESM, Mr. B. S. Teeka, started 
by briefly narrating the remarkable journey of ESM over the years. With 
the help of a PowerPoint presentation, Mr. Teeka showed the participants 
the top ranking and elite quartile position regularly achieved by ESM in 
the ratings declared by the industry leaders like MOL and the oil major 
SHELL. While giving credit to the sailing staff for their contribution to the 
achievements, he stressed that motivation and focus for such achieve-
ment must continue to ensure growth and expansion of the organization. It 
is of utmost importance as we have a commitment to the next generation 
of seafarers who are being trained at SIMS. 

Pointing to the commitment of the management towards Indian seafarers, 
he explained and showed pictorial evidence of how the organization has 
made huge investments in various parts of India under different field of-
fices. Infrastructure built in Chennai and to be completed in Cochin and 
Chandigarh will include huge facilities for training and up gradation of the 
sailing staff, he added. This is quite contrary to other ship managers.

As the opening speaker of the seminar, Mr. Roger Ainsworth, General 
Manager of Megamas Training Company, shared the importance of safety 
in a working environment and its implications on the topic of “Positive 
Safety Culture”. Key elements of a successful health and safety manage-
ment system were discussed and it was noted that a successful safety 
culture will not wait for mistakes to happen to learn from them. True to the 
quote, “knowing where the edges are without falling over them first”, Mr. 
Ainsworth said one cannot commit enough mistakes in a lifetime to learn 
what is needed. He also discussed the influence of “human behavior” and 
why it had serious implications on safety. This included a person’s inten-
tion, how to differentiate between human errors was tackled in the most 
efficient way with the help of relevant case studies. Case study on the 
Herald of free enterprise and the most recent Costa Concordia debacle 
were also used, to point out the human error and how disastrous it could 
be. Other pointers discussed included the fine line drawn between the 
culpable and blameless, the reason why people break rules in the first 
place and relationship between behavior and attitude.

Captain Prem Prakash from SIMS Mumbai followed up with the topic 
“Rest hour requirements under STCW/MLC and “CREWS” - ESM’s new 
integrated software. His presentation was comprehensive and touched 
upon diversified topics like fatigue, how crucial it is in the scheme of 
things, need for maintaining proper records, exceptions from the rest hour 
requirement, interpretation of the rules, how tricky they can be and the 
need for unified interpretations. A brief familiarization with the CREWS 
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Mr. Dato Jude Benny, Director 
of Maritime Port Authority of 
Singapore and Managing 
Partner of Joseph Tan Jude 
Benny LLP Law Firm

Mr. S. P. Singh, Director 
Technical, ESM Singapore 
showcasing the new Phoenix 
software

MD Teeka attributes the same for ESM’s success and 
achievements



software was also carried out. 

The session was carried on by guest speaker Dato Jude Benny, Manag-
ing Partner of Joseph Tan Jude Benny LLP Law Firm whose presentation 
on “Preservation of evidence for legal cases” comes at a time where an 
increasing number of incidents involving seafarers are getting dragged 
into the courts of law. Dato Benny pointed that the seafarers, especially 
the masters and the chief engineers  who  carry out managerial duties on 
board , should have a clear  understanding of the way a court functions, 
what is admissible as an evidence and what is not, the need for identifying 
and preserving the evidence that can support his  version. The stress was 
on “independent objective evidence, which can corroborate your version 
of events”.  He explained how in the court of Law, the judgment is given 
purely on basis of how the judge convinced where the truth lies while both 
the parties argue on having the truth on their side.  Everything is based on 
evidence and whichever party could bring out evidence under repeated 
cross-examination and reexamination is likely to convince the judge.. 

Dato Benny continued on a different topic “Leadership in a crisis” that 
was dedicated to the case study of a ship, Endurance - a three-masted 
barquentine. The story of their struggle was portrayed in a most dramatic 
fashion, more to highlight her remarkable captain Sir Ernest Shackleton, 
and the noteworthy story of the survival of her crew for more that a year 
under the most trying conditions of the Antarctica.

Taking over, Capt. Thomas Varghese, Manager, Vetting and Operations, 
ESM, Singapore, kept the participants in rapt attention with a very de-
tailed dissection on the topic “Cargo contamination, its repercussions & 
good sampling practices to prevent cargo claims”. He shared ample refer-
ences to some of the cases in the most recent past. With contamination 
and shortage of cargo being projected as the key issues which needed 
were addressed for the seminar, Capt Thomas explained the reasons and 
how to prevent shortage claims, prevention of tanker cargo contamination 
claims, recognizing the causes of contamination, Bill of lading, refusal to 
sign and the Hague/Visby rules, consequences of signing a wrong bill of 
lading and tips on working with the cargo inspectors. 

Capt. Vijay Cherukuri, Manager, Quality assurance manager, ESM Sin-
gapore, took over the podium next day morning with a very detailed pres-
entation on “Key incidents of last six months and the lessons learnt”. With 
an in-depth analysis of ESM safety performance for the year 2011 was 
carried out with case studies on some of the injuries sustained during the 
time. What was highlighted was the fact that accidents occurred during 
even the most mundane of jobs. The root cause analysis had pointed 
towards the following element of the safety management system: “People, 
behavior and culture”. Before he wound up, Capt. Cherukuri gave out a 
clear guidelines regarding ESM’s expectations on the safety performance 
of its employees.

Capt. Vijay also presented another burning topic “Navigation – Handling 
pilots & overriding pilot’s decision”. With the appropriate case studies 
when the ship’s officers are required to override the pilot’s decision, Capt. 
Vijay explained that pilots too  could  lose situational awareness, as was 
manifested in the case study of a  grounding of a vessel. The delicate topic 
of “should the ship’s officers need to override the pilot’s decision, and if 
yes, when exactly to do that”, was dealt with a lot of expertise and con-
viction. The ship’s officers were advised to exercise due diligence when 
dealing with such situations. The bottom line was “courses and speed are 
always to the master’s orders and pilot’s advice”.

“Energy efficiency of ships” was the next topic of discussion, the  

Officers’ seminar 2012: ailing and shore staff

ESM officers engaged 
in a interacted session

Shore staff with the 
winning trophy for the 
cricket tournament 

Capt. Vijay Cherukuri, 
Quality Assurance Manager, 
ESM, Singapore

Capt. Prem Prakash, 
SIMS Mumbai on the 
topic “Rest hour 
requirements under 
STCW/MLC and CREWS”

Cricket match between the 
Sailing and Shore staff

Mr. Roger Ainsworth GM 
of Megamas Training 
Company on “Positive 
Safety Culture

Capt. Thomas Varghese, 
Manager, Vetting &Operations, 
ESM, Singapore on the topic 
of Cargo Contamination

Continued on page 22
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You FOLD it TWICE, you fold it THRICE it works just about the same 
Her waves guides us through the sea waves
How deep is she wet…
An equipment - aim and shoot
Load her here when the top is open
License to sail
An international automated frequency direct printing service for delivery 
of navigational and meteorological  warnings and forecast
Without this dam the tanks are damned
As Arjuna is to the chariot, ______ is to the vessel
SYSEEDFTEM  is an anagram of ______ 
All the officers strive to acquire this
______ and arrow
The big momma of all the vessels
Amended in 2010
Equipments that should be known right ,worn tight and kept in sight
Electronic proxy of charts

Across Down
Without this the cape of good hope is the only hope
Whip her around to change your course
The cranky shaft
The daddy shackle
The navigation bible
Do not try the scene from titanic from this part of the ship!!!
If you are in an urgent need to go to the lavatory, then you 
are in an ______ 
When ropes mate you get a ______ 
Where she gets a redo
______ Doodle went to town riding on a pony…..
Does not matter how big your are your engine should be 
more powerful
Nepal is famous for manufacturing______ 
The drunken Morse code alphabet
How’s her? Sounds familiar to ______ 
The crying vessel

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

1.
2.
4.
7.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Crossword Puzzle

Down: 1. Panama canal     2. rudder     3. crankshaft     4. dshackle     5. ror     6. forecastle     7. emergency     8. knot        
 9. dry dock     10. Yankee     11. Tugboat     12. Security     13. Whiskey     14. Hawser     15. roro 
Across: 1. purchase     2. radar     4. draft     7. extinguisher     16. hatch     17. cdc     18. navtex     19. cofferdam     20. master 
 21. feedsystem     22. coc     23. bow     24. ulcc     25. stcw     26. lsa     27. ecdisAnswers:

(from left to right) 
CDT Sarneet Pal Singh Katyal 

CDT Hrishiraj Debnath 
CDT Digvijay Singh Rawal

DNS-13
SIMS, Lonavala
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CADETS’ DIARY

In-house Blended Learning 
Programme
A Compilation of Survey Feedbacks from DNS Cadets

Breaking away from the usual flipping of pages from bor-
ing textbooks and attending monotonous lectures to ex-
pand our knowledge, Blended learning, an in-house de-
signed and developed software by the IT specialists was 
brought to us as a unique approach to maritime training. 
True to the vision statement of the organization, it is an 
innovative training endeavor that has brought the learn-
ing to another level for cadets like us. So called difficult 
and challenging topics have now become fun and the 
concepts crystal clear made by the computer as never 
before. 

As we got exposed to the process, we learnt that blended learning 
combines face to face classroom methods, laboratories & workshop 
sessions, forums & discussions, to transform complicated subjects into 
simple, easily understood modules. Making use of audio-visual media to 
good effect to achieve this objective, each one of us was able to work at 
their own learning pace and style, both of which can be adjusted to match 
the individual needs, thus putting the cadet in the driving seat to feel his 
in control: an unlikely scenario in a human conducted lecture.

Topics are grouped into chapters and titles, much like our instructor-led 
training. However, each lesson lasts between five to ten minutes and 
consists of multimedia videos, detailed text notes and clear voice-overs 
of the content. 

Above all, one of the distinct advantages blended learning has over 
classroom lessons is now we could replay the topic any number of times 
for better understanding. The pictures and graphics are quite simple and 
easy to follow than text books. It eliminates teacher error also. Further-
more, after completing each topic, the software then conducts tests to 
check how much we have grasped. Speaking of self assessment!

A unique advantage of this programme is the opportunity for an intimate 
learning experience for the students. It provides a privacy factor that 
eliminates the learners’ embarrassment about taking “remedial” classes 
or making mistakes while answering questions in the training materials, 
adding further comfort and confidence to the learning process. We are 
also thankful to the institute that the blended learning facilities are being 
made accessible round the clock, so that the cadets can learn at our own 
pace any time. 

Above all, we are doubly encouraged by the results brought in by the 
blended learning to the seniors before us. Not only have they achieved 
a passing rate of 100% but over 70% of them have achieved distinc-
tion marks in the subjects brought in by the programme. No doubt; we 
are now eagerly looking forward to topics such as Meteorology, Bridge 
equipments and watch keeping to be introduced in the programme in the 
near future.

presentation carried out by Mr. Ajay Kumar, Principal sur-
veyor, ClassNK. The latest trends in improving the energy 
efficiency of the ships were presented in detail, with an em-
phasis on the activities ClassNK involved in towards realiza-
tion of the same. The sailing officers of the ESM were given 
first hand information about the operational measures such 
as vessel speed management, weather routing, and im-
proved voyage planning and just-in-time principle that could 
be adopted towards energy management on board. 

The participating Deck and Engineering Officers then sepa-
rately attended the sessions on “Mooring ropes and wires: 
Care, Inspection and control & Anchoring precautions” for 
deck officers  by Capt. Jitendra Pandey from ESM Singapore 
and the “Centrifugal pumps - performance analysis and trou-
ble shooting” delivered by Mr. Manish Jha, Vice Principal, 
SIMS Mumbai. Capt Jitendra used case studies during the 
session to highlight the importance of care and maintenance 
of mooring ropes and wires. The significance of precautions 
to be taken while handling anchoring equipment was reiterat-
ed and the measures were discussed on a common platform. 

Mr. Manish Jha emphasized how a system based on perform-
ance analysis could be most effective on board, regarding 
the running and maintenance of centrifugal pumps.  It was 
proved beyond doubt that the pump performance is of course 
a key indicator for effective troubleshooting, and hence, the 
need for monitoring and analyzing the pump performance is 
of at most significance. 

A very comprehensive presentation on “New ESM Planned 
Maintenance System/Purchase module” by Mr. S. P. Singh, 
Director Technical, ESM Singapore showcased the new 
Phoenix software as its development was discussed in detail 
for the benefit of the sailing staff from both engine and deck 
departments. The structured presentation included the objec-
tives of the new comprehensive software, a brief familiariza-
tion on how it works the need for interaction between depart-
ments in real time and the summary of major improvements 
over the software, which was previously in use. 

At the final session, the sailing Masters and Chief Engineers 
had the opportunity to interact with the pre-sea cadets of 
SIMS, Lonavala and give their advice and suggestions to 
the budding seafarers. It was an open session in which the 
cadets were encouraged to come out with their queries and 
doubts so that their seniors on board could address them at 
such an early stage. A major highlight was of course the lim-
ited over cricket tournament consisting  of four  teams made 
from sailing and shore staff while the shore staff lifted the 
championship trophy. A visit to  various R&D activities, which 
are currently undertaken in SIMS, was an eye opener to the 
officers who appreciated the international level of research 
project undertaken in SIMS. Finally, the entertainment pro-
gramme presented  by the talented cadets on the first evening 
established that our future generation of officers is equally apt 
on stage performances and entertaining an appreciative crowd 
of seniors.

“Right Attitude and Commitment towards      
  achieving Excellence”
   continued from page 20
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CAMPUS NEWSThe Patriot
Terror on the High Seas

The book is a fruit of the rich im-
agination of a seasoned merchant 
navy officer  who is presently en-
joying his new calling ashore as 
an Engineering faculty member of  
Samundra Institute of Maritime 
Studies (SIMS) in Lonavala. This is 
his second work following his first 
published novel in 2008 titled Fall 
of a Sparrow.

Terror at sea, in real life, has been a topic 
of  great concern and intense discussions at 
international forums particularly ever since 
US naval ship Cole was attacked in Yemen 
in 2000. The author has dexterously devel-
oped a gripping tale of political idealism, 
intrigues, and deception, unresolved men-
tal traumas, mercenary terrorists, and sus-
pense together with an underlying thread of 
romance barely visible to the unsuspecting 
readers.  

The Patriot revolves around the fate of the 
crew of MT Indraprastha, an Indian flag  
super tanker (200,000dwt) carrying full load 
of crude oil en route to Cochin, India, when 
a group of terrorists armed with automatic 
weapons successfully seized the vessel. 
Once closer to Pakistan, the Mujahadin 
group planted underwater mines around her 
hull and held her crew hostage in exchange 

of a convicted militant Akram Ali Khan’s re-
lease. Khan was sentenced to death by the 
Indian Court  for his involvement in the Taj 
Mahal massacre in Agra. How the Indian 
authorities with the help of the ship’s smart 
and fast thinking 2nd mate Maya deal with 
the terrorists is indeed a story that author 
Jim Andrews tells with much conviction in 
Chapter 9, 14 and 15.

The characters, obviously are inspired by 
his friends and colleagues in the industry. 
His research may not compete with that of 
Arthur Hailey but the author fully utilizes 
his professional knowledge as a seafarer 
and that too as an engineer and lifts the 
story line with remarkable ease and clarity 
to bring to a logical end. The ship comes 
alive as does the characters even the hi-
jackers with  their idiosyncrasies. His eye to 
details particularly in describing the female 
psychology keeps the reading light and 
amused whether one agrees or not! The 
hostility between Maya and her counterpart 
English accented Arab beauty Dariya - the 
second in command of the hijackers make 
an interesting psychological study by itself. 
In fact, the story line moves back and forth 
from the ship to the crisis center of Indian 
navy and coast guards and then to Kerala 
where Maya grew up. The language- com-
mon Indian English spoken by all Indian 
seafarers captures the ambience of the 
ship.

Keeping in mind the seafaring - especially 
the Indian context which  is entirely male 
dominated, the choice of a pretty and lis-
some female second officer- Maya  as one 
of the protagonists is indeed interesting 
as well as smart characterization to take 
the story forward. Maya (meaning illusion 
in Sanskrit) is however very impressive 
in her capabilities as a competent officer 
who could give a fitting fight with the ter-
rorists with her quick wits and intelligent  
manoeuvres. Given that the story moves 
mostly around the hijackers and the rescue 
efforts from the authorities along with the 
on board crew, the title of the book “The Pa-
triot” seems somewhat off target. 2/O Maya 
may be a bit too advanced and beyond our  
time, but just to allow her to exist even in 
imagination as   a capable officer  with extra 
ordinary wit and common sense who could  
almost single handedly took  control of rest 
of the 20 odd mature male seafarers is as-
tonishingly refreshing and hopefully a boost 
to the future female merchant navy officers.

The credibility of the characters in the story 
is unquestionable. Writing a story entails a 

lot of research work especially on technical 
concepts and terms and in building the char-
acters. The author does not need an exten-
sive research. He is a seasoned seafarer as 
mentioned and he is perfectly knowledge-
able of what he wrote about. Jargons and 
technical concepts are also comprehen-
sively explained, making them easier for 
non-technical readers to appreciate. (ISPS, 
audit, class, LIMIS, etc). This is important to 
maintain the interest of the readers.

The plot is simple and easy to understand. 
It is also interesting to know how negotia-
tions in crisis like this are possibly handled 
considering the fact that this is a classified 
mission. It may be fictional, but then again, 
it could happen. 

Do not judge a book by its cover. Indeed 
very true for the non-descript cover of the 
novel.  Overall , it may not have the pizzazz 
of a James bond thriller. But  the author has  
achieved a good enough Indian version with 
all the right ingredients for a possible Bol-
lywood masala movie any day.

Author  : Jims Andrews
Publication year : 2011
Publisher  : Rupa Publications  
    India Pvt Ltd
Type  : Paperback
No. of page : 269
ISBN  : 978-81-291-1914-8 It’s a matter of great pride 

and achievement that SIMS 
received approval from the 
Norwegian Classification 
Society DNV for its Elec-
tronic Chart Display and 
Information System (ECDIS) 
training program. This en-
dorses the international 
compliance and standard 
of the course as carefully 
reviewed by DNV and has 
been installed according 
to the IMO model course 
1.27(2010) rev. guidelines. 
Congratulations to Faculty, 
Staffs at SIMS, Lonavala for 
making this success possi-
ble.

Read more about the ECDIS 
Course on page 24

SIMS receives 
DNV Certification 
for ECDIS Training 
Course
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With the installation of a new 
ECDIS simulator and its commis-
sioning at SIMS Lonavla, ECDIS 
training for Navigating Officers can 
now be done as per the IMO Model 
course 1.27 (2010) rev. guidelines.

A five-day pilot course was successfully con-
ducted from 21st to 25th February 2012 with 
a batch of seven officers. This marks a new 
phase of ECDIS training for Navigating Of-
ficers and Cadets of ESM. The highlight of 
the Pilot course was that an inspection of 
the course was done by the representative 
of Marshall Islands Registry and was con-
sidered as meeting the training standards 
as stipulated by Marshall Islands Registry. 
This culminated in Marshall Islands granting 
their approval for this course. Efforts are be-
ing made to get similar approvals from DNV, 
MPA, LICSR and DG Shipping. 

The ECDIS Simulator installed at SIMS Lona-
vala is installed with DNV approved simula-
tion software by ARI Delhi in conjunction with 
MARIS 900 ECDIS procured by ESM. The 
hardware is installed in a twin set-up as seen 
in the pictures.

The picture on the right side shows the layout 
of the Open Lab (Sit in classroom) and that 
on the left side shows the Integrated Naviga-
tion Laboratory (INL).

The key features of the Open Lab is that 
there are 12 ECDIS stations each of which 
is equipped with a MARIS ECDIS 900, a ship 
visual cum manoeuvring computer and a Ra-
dar cum Navigational equipments computer. 

12 trainees can be comfortably accomodated 
in this classroom. There are three overhead 
projectors which beam images from the in-
structor station computers on to the large 
screen in front so that the trainees are taken 
through various stages of the ECDIS training 
as prescribed by IMO Model course guidelines.

The INL boasts of six own-ship stations 
which are networked to a separate instructor 
station. Here the trainees hone their ECDIS 
skills either individually or in a two-man team 
on watchkeeping and other important Bridge 
Team activities. 

The ECDIS set up at SIMS Lonavla is unique 
in the sense that it is the only set-up in India 
which conform closely to IMO Model Course 
1.27 (2010) rev. It is the only set up which 
already has an “In principle approval” from 
DG Shipping India. Since DGS guidelines for 
ECDIS training courses are not yet formulat-
ed by the administration, our course has not 
yet secured their approval, but it is likely to 
happen sooner or later.

It is a challenging task for the Maritime Train-
ing institutions to impart ECDIS training to 
the Navigating officers in a structured man-
ner so as to gear them up for the IMO dead-
line of ECDIS installation on board ships in a 
phased manner beginning in July 2012 and 
culminating in 2017, by which time ECDIS 
equipment will truly be well entrenched on 
the Navigating bridges of ships of the future 
as well as on existing ships.

STCW 2010 amendments which came into 
force on 1st January 2012 also necessitate 

New ECDIS Course Launched at SIMS, 
Lonavala

the enforcement of ECDIS training to Navi-
gating Officers who will be appearing for 
their various competency examinations. The 
training is required to be imparted as per 
STCW 2010 Tables A-II/1, A-II/2 or A-II/3 as 
applicable. 

ECDIS training for Navigating Officers is re-
quired in two ways:
a. Generic Training: A five-day training 

based on any IMO type approved ECDIS 
as per the guidelines stipulated in IMO 
Model Course 1.27 (2010) rev. This train-
ing is offered ashore by Maritime Train-
ing Institutes the world over for at least 40 
hours in a structured manner. Port State 
Control and Flag State Inspectors will 
demand to see such training certificates 
from all officers working aboard ships fit-
ted with ECDIS. This training is manda-
tory for all Navigating Officers.

b. Type Specific Training: Each Naviga-
tion Officer will require this training on 
that type of ECDIS (Model and make) on 
which he is expected to work aboard the 
ship on which he will be enjoined. This 
training is imparted by either Manufac-
turers of type approved ECDIS at their 
offices or Laboratories or can be done 
aboard ships (in a structured manner). 
This training lasts about half a day to one 
day depending upon the manufacturer or 
the company’s ISM requirements. Vari-
ous Flag States have various interpreta-
tions and requirements of Type Specific 
ECDIS training. Hence it is the onus of 
the Ship owner or Ship Manager to en-
sure that their officers are trained and 
certified appropriately. These training 
certificates are demanded by all Inspec-
tors including Vetting inspectors from Oil 
Majors and CDI.

We can now see that the biggest challenge 
for the maritime trainers at this moment is 
meeting the IMO deadlines for ECDIS instal-
lation and ensuring that GENERIC ECDIS 
Training is completed for all existing and 
future Navigating Officers. We at SIMS 
Lonavala are surely well equipped to meet 
this challenge and forge ahead of others on 
ECDIS training in this maritime industry.



World’s leading Classification socie-
ty ClassNK, has, reiterated its inten-
tion to support and collaborate with 
SIMS in the latter’s research and 
development (R&D) projects. This 
indeed is in recognition of SIMS pio-
neering role in the maritime research 
activities in addition to its status as 
the leading training provider in the 
industry. The projects, which are set 
to benefit the entire maritime indus-
try, are in line of ClassNK’s mission 
in ensuring the safety of life and 
property at sea along with its ende-
vour to prevent pollution of the ma-
rine environment.

This collaboration in R&D projects was an-
nounced by Chairman and President of 
ClassNK, Mr. Noboru Ueda who personally 
arrived from Tokyo with other senior delegates 

from ClassNK to visit the Lonavala campus on 
February 1, 2012. 

Mr. N. Ueda, who toured the campus and 
showed keen interest in the latest equipments 
and facilities like the blended learning and lat-
est R& D projects currently conducted by the 
SIMS research team, lauded the high stand-
ard of the training facilities and teaching meth-
ods along with diligent and highly motivated 
students of SIMS. He highlighted that it was 
essential to work together with such leading 
educational institute in its R&D and in assist-
ing in maintaining the technical excellence of 
students who will serve the maritime industry 
eventually.

During his speech at the SIMS campus, Mr. N. 
Ueda highlighted the importance of the close 
association between the two organizations as 
he stated his strong conviction of the benefits 

the maritime industry is set to receive from this 
collaboration between ClassNK and SIMS. On 
a closing note, Mr. N. Ueda stressed to the ca-
dets the importance of studying hard “in order 
to becoming a true expert and leader in your 
field”.

Executive Vice President of ClassNK, Mr. Na-
kamura, earlier gave a presentation, as he in-
troduced recent R&D activities, with a particu-
lar focus on technologies for a greener future 
of shipping. Amongst the systems in practical 
use mentioned were the Air Lubrication Sys-
tem (MALS), Hybrid Turbocharger Generating 
System, and Hybrid Power Supply System. 

Earlier, Mr. N. Ueda was accorded an impres-
sive Guard of Honor by the cadets and visited 
the SIMS adopted neighbourhood primary 
school, Zilla Parishad Primary School at the 
close by village Takwe. 

Chairman and President of ClassNK, Mr. N. Ueda given 
a guard of honor at the campus parade ground

Guest from ClassNK touring 
the campus workshop

Mr. N. Ueda during his 
speech to welcome the 
coloration of ClassNK 
and SIMS R&D projects

Visiting the Zilla Parishad 
Primary School at the 
Takwe Village

Mr. N. Ueda at the classroom

Capt. V.R Krishnan introducing the concept of the Blended 
Learning Programme
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Very impressed with the modern and magnificent facilities; One of the best Ship-in-Campus 
and a very eco-friendly campus.

Capt Mukesh Baveja, Vice Chancellor, Indian Maritime University

I am extremely glad to be back at SIMS, and very much impressed with the progress since the 
last visit. My best wishes to SIMS to reach newer heights continuously.

Mr. Noboru Ueda, Chairman and President, ClassNK

Hoping good partnership with SIMS.
Mr. Y. Nakamura, Executive Vice President, ClassNK

Excellent facilities I saw here, and excellent partnership betweens SIMS and ClassNK, I hope 
to be continued in the future too.

Mr. Y. Seto, GM of Executive Operations Division, ClassNK

I am very much impressed with the uniqueness of SIMS among the leading maritime 
institutes in the world which is its outstanding research capabilities. Keep it up!

Dr. M.A. Rahim, Regional Manager of Europe and Africa, ClassNK

Very Impressive!
Mr. A.V Pradhan, Regional Manager of India, ClassNK

As always, I am very impressed with the high quality of training imparted during this visit.
Mr. S.Sampath, Manager Mumbai Office, ClassNK

Very Dedicated Staff, I noticed during my conversation. ECDIS simulator was very impressive. 
Overall a very good institute for maritime studies.

Capt. Hardev S Gill, Fleet Manager Marine, BP Shipping

Very impressed with the infrastructures and facilities provided. An Environment conducive for 
reality training for sea-cadets. 

Capt. Kevin D’Souza, Performance and Development Manager, BP Maritime Services, Singapore

An Impressive Facility in a fantastic setting. 
My first visit and I felt very well looked after by the hosts. 

Mr. Christian Baker, Performance and Development Officer, BP Maritime Services, Singapore

State of art facility, Neat and Orderly. ECDIS Lab was well equipped. The training staff had a 
very good understanding of the limitation associated with use of ECDIS. Wishing the institute 

the very best & turn out highly trained officers.
Capt. Sanjay K.Maini, Country Head, IRI Maritime & Corporate Services Pvt Ltd, India

The passion for quality education and training is evident from the way SIMS has been 
conceived and developed. Best wishes to the staff for fulfilling the wishes of the founders.

Capt. Y Sharma, Wilhelmsen Ship Management

Simply gone around the facility in 90 minutes left me feeling great. 
I wonder how those who study here, run this place & own this place must feel. Awesome. 

This is the Harvard of Maritime studies in India.
Mr. Vijay Rangroo, Managing Director, MTM Ship Management Pte Ltd, Singapore

Impressive!
Capt. D. Carroll, V.P. Group Operations, MTM Ship Management Pte Ltd, USA

Very good layout of the institute. World class Facilities. One of the best institutes in India.
Capt. Y.K.Misra, Country Head Manning & Training, MTM Ship Management Pte Ltd, Mumbai

Visitors’ Comments - First Quarter, 2012
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